Tent Pitching Instructions
Alto 200

FLYSHEET FIRST PITCHING
1. Assemble the four poles and lay them on the ground.
2. Open flysheet on ground and position tent in desired
direction.
3. Insert the long pre-bent pole through the black pole
sleeve running across the width of the flysheet. The
pole is colour coded to aid identification
4. Insert the two straight poles through the black pole
sleeves running diagonally across the rear of flysheet.
5. Insert the remaining pole across the width of the
flysheet at the front.
6. Locate the ends of the diagonal poles into the eyelets
at the rear of the tent.
7. Push the diagonal poles into an arch from the front of
the tent and locate the pole ends into corresponding
eyelets on pole anchor strap.
8. Connect the large pre-bent pole across the width of
tent into corresponding eyelets.
9. Connect the pole at the front of the tent into
corresponding eyelets.
10. Tighten flysheet tension straps at end of each pole.
11. The tent will now be free standing, reposition if
required.
12. Peg through webbing loops located at each pole anchor
strap using alloy pin pegs. Peg all flysheet pegging
elastics. Peg the door strap using the flat-top pegs.
13. Peg out ALL guy lines using alloy pin pegs ensuring
that guy line fabric attachment points are evenly
tensioned.

INNER TENT
1. Open out inner tent inside flysheet and position
doorway to correspond with the porch.
2. Starting from the rear corners of the tent, attach
the elasticated hooks on the groundsheet to
corresponding rings on the flysheet anchor straps.
3. Suspend the inner by linking the toggles to the
attachment points on inside of flysheet.
4. Peg out the front of the porch groundsheet.

INNER/FLYSHEET COMBINED PITCHING
• The inner tent and flysheet can remain attached when pitching or packing. However, in humid or very
wet weather, the underside of the flysheet may be coated with condensation. If this occurs, it may be
advisable to detach the inner and pack it separately to avoid the inner tent becoming wet.

IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER or
AMG Group Ltd., Kelburn Business Park, Port Glasgow, Scotland. PA14 6TD.
UK Consumer Hotline: 0844 811 0535
E-Mail: info@vango.co.uk
Calls to our Customer Hotline cost 5p per minute. Calls from mobile phones, cable networks or public payphones will generally cost more.

